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On Thursday this week, Twitter announced that it revised the micro-blogging service and added new
functions to enhance the appeal.

In March, Twitter co-founder Jack Dorsey returned to the company as CEO, and this is the biggest
action since he took office. Twitter said in a statement that when users first register service, Twitter
will help them find useful and information they may be interested in, which is achieved by user
location and other signals.

Twitter executive Satya Patel at the conference in San Francisco, said: â€œIt is not just redesigned from
the visual appearance, but also the concept of recycling, so that the next billion users can more
easily access Twitter.â€•

New functions

Twitter renovated a number of important functions, including launching a new program for iOS and
Android. The main concept of design depends on a big change: how to view important Tweets (the
information published by Twitter users) for users and what the most important information
transferred by users is.

For example, Twitter decided to link its services with â€œHomeâ€•, remodeling the concept of â€œtabâ€• and
making it a â€œdiscoveryâ€• tool.

Twitter defined â€œHomeâ€• like this: â€œIn Home, you can see the Tweets of the people you follow. It is your
personal collections of Tweets, including the latest news, reviews, and the source of information you
care about. Now, you can more easily and quickly see the information you care about. As long as
you access your favorite functions from the left, you will see soon. Tweets will be directly integrated
with photos, videos and dialogues, so that one can see all the content at the first sight. Now, all
content in Home can maintain consistency in the computer, iPhone, and Android phone.â€•

Meanwhile, Twitter has also launched its first brand page, aiming to win back some domain of
Facebook in the hearts of advertisers.

Twitter has also claimed that no matter where users access to â€œHomeâ€•, hoping the experience
remains unchanged. This means that through the â€œHomeâ€•, users can see the same information from
different parts, such as from computers and mobile devices.

Twitter clearly knows the importance of photos and videos for users, so it allows any Tweet of users
to display reply, pictures, videos and so on.
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Do you want to try the dazzling fighting skills, wear beautiful clothes, and ride the holy animals?
Tory realizes his dream by playing online games and obtains a lot of items through a Cheap WOW
Gold. It is worthy because Tory is really a game fan.
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